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MISSION-CRITICAL PHOTO AND VIDEO COMMUNICATION FOR
UAV OVER SATELLITE AND CELLULAR NETWORKS
Harald Skinnemoen*
A vast majority of UAVs will fly cameras. We target commercially viable scenarios where operational real-time visual information in high precision is needed
from UAVs in flight. Since critical operations can occur anywhere anytime, this
defines the way such a visual communication system needs to work. We show
how the very first lightweight dedicated satellite UAV terminal can provide live
video, high definition photos at minimum cost, and how these can be accessed
from and shared to any location on the planet using a dedicated software system
called RAIDO. The core challenges we target associated with mobile satellite
communication are cost of use, bandwidth limitation and multi-network operations. We consider two main operational scenarios: A) UAV is flying a satellite
terminal in BLOS operations, and B) UAV communicating with LOS operations. Flying a satellite terminal is possible with a UAV under 25 kg, typically
using a fixed wing low-altitude long endurance tactical UAV, while LOS using
satcom can be conducted with popular multi-copter solutions, even using
smartphones hooked up via Wi-Fi to a satellite connection.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Considerations and Observations
We are specifically considering scenarios where UAVs provide operationally relevant realtime visual information from situations or areas that are not, or cannot be connected with broadband terrestrial networks, or where these are not sufficiently reliable, or where these for any reason should not be used. Satellite communication networks are reliable mobile networks that can
provide UAVs with connectivity worldwide at both low and high altitudes anywhere, anytime.
While terrestrial 4G networks can provide high bitrates for a low cost, we have all experienced situations, areas and conditions where the coverage and the data rates has left a lot to be
desired. Terrestrial cellphone networks may work for UAVs at lower altitude, but in general the
antenna coverage is not focusing power and gain vertically, and network coverage maps are not
common for UAVs. Using cell phone networks for UAV operations may not work well. Local
radio links might work, within coverage range, but then again they are just local, and cannot be
used for getting imagery out of the area to the Internet or remote parties.
We now see that UAV pilots and operators are contracted to fly on behalf of customers interested in the aerial situational awareness UAVs can provide. Thus the party interested in the effect
of potential real-time data is not necessarily at the operators location
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When flying beyond radio-line-of-sight, there is no local coverage by definition. To secure the
communication of relevant visual information, photos and video, for real-time operations, satellite
communication is required. Please note that we are not considering (only) telemetry and control
of the UAV, where relatively low bandwidth is acceptable. but visual payload communication.
While developing a technical capability in itself is a challenging task, we are interested in the
commercially attractive solution for the largest possible civilian market. Thus military solutions
and solutions developed for space operations may not be sufficiently commercially viable. We
would like to push the limits of how small UAVs can fly satellite communication terminals, and
we want to push OPEX cost down so that satcom becomes attractive for many more operations.

.

Figure 1: Satellite in a multi-network scenario for UAVs.
Relevant Issues for UAV Satellite Communication
Satellite terminals need antennas with sufficient gain to provide high enough data rates to support video and high precision photo communication. Larger antennas provide more gain, but
come at the expense of size, weight and cost – neither of these help our goals. To get the highest
number of UAVs flying with satcom, we need to target the lightest terminals: Low weight is usually not a problem. We se this is a relevant issue when we learn that the currently smallest Inmarsat Aero terminal, the Swift Broadband 200, (SB200), weights in at close to 8 kg with cables.
Fortunately, new, dedicated UAV version (Cobham AVIATOR UAV 200) has been announced,
weighing less than 1.5 kg. This will allow a much larger range of UAVs to fly satellite communication, including complete systems under 25 kg.
However, the next challenges are presenting themselves quickly: The terminal
has “200” in its name, as the expected maximum best effort (non-guaranteed) rate is
around 200 kbps. With the current SB200
the expected best effort rate is even less
than 100 kbps, while the new UAV200 will
have slightly better capabilities, although
still in the same range. Sharing 100-200
kbps between video, photos, ATC voice
and telemetry is a challenge.

Figure 2: Cobham Aviator UAV 200

These satellite terminals currently use the L-band frequencies, at around 1.6 GHz (like Inmarsat, Thuraya, Iridium). At L-band the different systems are separated by different frequencies, and
a small antenna could create a relatively wide beam, making antenna pointing less challenging.
However, system and user bandwidth is small – and precious: Users might pay from 5-10 USD /
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Mbyte for best effort (non-guaranteed) rate, or twice that for guaranteed rates. At higher frequencies, there is more bandwidth and it sells a bit cheaper since the cost of a satellite system does not
scale directly with the operating frequency. But these satellites can be separated by 2 degrees in
space, so antenna pointing needs to be well under one degree of accuracy. In order to achieve
that, the antenna needs a certain size and, the needle-sharp beam needs to accurately point to the
satellite at any time. These larger terminals become heavier and generally more expensive, and
require larger UAVs with more payload capacity. This in turn leaves us with more expensive
UAVs, more challenging operating regimes, different licensing, higher requirements for infrastructure. There is a lot to be gained by managing UAV operations with smaller satellite terminals.
We will in this paper present novel solution for mission-critical visual communication from
UAVs, applicable also to other unmanned – and manned – platforms. Bandwidth-saving of 99%
is possible without sacrificing accuracy for operationally relevant content.
While terrestrial networks may not always be present, it does not mean they are never present.
Hence, we show how support for multi-networks, such as local Wi-Fi or radio and cellular, can be
integrated into a multi-network communication solution.
We believe the use of satellite communication is under-utilized in many situations were it
could provide a critical guarantee for services always working. However, until date, satellite systems have perhaps been seen too much as a very different and alternative solution, and not as a
naturally integrated solution into heterogeneous networks.
Another important consideration is that end-user mobile satellite networks in general are considered expensive to use and exhibits long delay and relatively low bandwidth. This is a hard sell
to a large market. We believe that (given acceptable HW costs), mobile satellite communication
should be an integrated part of future networking, specifically for UAVs. But satcom needs to be
integrated with terrestrial networks, emphasizing their benefits while reducing the negative impact their disadvantages.
Traditional Visual Communication
There is a term from security operations worth mentioning: “Never miss a blink!”. The meaning is clear: One should always be aware of any situation –normally as soon as possible – so as
response time is not critically delayed.
Computer vision (CV) is a great technique to use in order to detect objects; such systems generally work by training a system to detect programmed features. Getting CV to detect unexpected,
surprising or “I don´t feel this is right”-type of information is probably close to impossible, it
means we have been fighting the challenge with bandwidth and manpower on the ground. But
most of the time there is nothing special, and the data that is sent just shows that. Vast volumes of
data are carefully transferred, briefly analyzed and deleted or archived; never to be used again,
when it turns out there was no relevant information there. This is an important term here: Relevant Information.
Today, generally the same two or three system components are commonly used:
•

Image compression technology, aiming to get the required transfer rate down

•

Modem and digital transmission, aiming to get the available data rate up

•

Error protection, data encryption and security may be added.
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From a digital information theory point of view, “information” is defined as a measure of entropy (aka chaos, un-order), since as the less predictable something is, the more “information” the
event contains. This is then the basis for and target for designing image compression systems,
which is fine. However, these systems are generally agnostic to what we consider content. Moreover, they don´t know what content is relevant for a given operation.
Digital communications systems and modems in particular are made with the target of transferring bits or symbols or data packets (depending on at what layer we look at) at as high rate as
possible with as low error rate as possible (there is a trade-off issue here). These symbols or data
packets are generally not aware either of what content they contain, although there is a “type of
service field in IP headers). Thus both relevant and not so relevant content are consuming the
same date capacity on the link, contributing to cost in terms of delay and billing.
However, if we are flying cameras in UAVs for the purpose of visual situational awareness
and potentially critical operations, the photo or the video is not there for entertainment purposes;
it is there for information. We don´t need high definition visual data in real time for non-relevant
content, but how could the system help us manage this?
Trends In Camera Sensors Versus Satellite Communication
Higher definition digital video and photos are emerging steadily. The first NIKON professional DSLR camera was introduced in 1999 had 2 Mpixel. 15 years later 50 Mpixel exist cameras, and Canon has demonstrated a 250 Mpixel sensor. For video, digital storage became the norm
in 2006 for consumer camera, as tapes were used until them to manage the vast amount of data.
Resolution has come up from traditional PAL and NTSC formats to 720p (called HD), 1080p
(full HD), 4K and now 8K cameras are on the market with 16K video cameras also exists. A 50
Mpixel sensor is 25 times larger than a 2 Mpixel sensor, and a 4K sensor has 4 times HD, which
has 4 times standard definition. And there is more to come.
At the same time as the first DSLR cameras were introduced, late -90´s, Inmarsat was designing the BGAN system, which is the same satellite network the new UAV 200 terminal is for.
When it was launched in 2004, iPhone and Android still had 3-4 years before being introduced.
The satellites are expected to be in service until 2020, when they will be replaced. While the Lband spectrum has benefits for designing small and light equipment, but the physical bandwidth
available is basically the same as 20 years ago. Ka-band satellite systems, operating at much
higher frequencies (20-30 GHz), were popular in the late -90´s as well, with a large range of proposed systems. The available Ka-band spectrum allocation for satellites from last century are still
valid. While total system capacity is significantly higher than at L-band, many service offerings
are in the same range as the BGAN services – several hundred kbps. While it is possible to order
several Mbps, this often comes at a cost of binding a fixed rate for years (leased spectrum).
The bottom line here is that visual data communication over satellite is the most bandwidth
demanding general service and in spite of the developments in satellite technology, it is more
challenging than ever. Camera sensor resolution is growing at a higher pace than satellite systems
can offer bandwidth. Video communication is also a popular service - in high demand. With respect to optimizing performance, we believe the largest impact will be for visual communication.
We have got to do something!
Situational Awareness
Situational Awareness (SA) is about knowing what happens, when and where. Visual SA implies use of images (both photos/video). While capturing relevant observations are certainly a
challenge in its own right, making them available live from a UAV constrained by operational
costs, time, weight and regulatory regime is our major focus. Based on a 3-level Communications
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model, we have created a novel system for mission-critical visual communications for mobile and
satellite communications networks. Live payload communications transforms UAS from offline
observation and mapping devices to tools for live observations in mission-critical operations. The
cost of sending visual data over a satellite link may make or break a business.
RAIDO SOLUTIONS
RAIDO is the complete
software system for missioncritical multimedia communications. It consists of several products, modules and
solutions where the main
units are
called ASIGN,
AMSIRA and AIR. It offers
decision-makers improved
situational
awareness,
through optimized communication of visual content
with operational relevance,
adaptive streaming, smart
field access network management, geo-tagging and
mapping.
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Figure 3.: Interactive Photo Communication

These solutions are specifically created for UAV, and multiple cameras and wireless networking technologies combined in a Field Communicator allow remote Command Centers to mange
how the visual information is sent and interact with the original content and quality in the field
for rapid and accurate analysis using a minimum of network capacity.
RAIDO combines advanced adaptive and robust real-time audio/video streaming with a nearreal-time interactive access to operationally relevant high definition photos and video, providing
an efficiently gain of 100 times, compared to sending visual content in full precision. Field
Communicators can use one or several of satellite and radio communications technologies individually or simultaneously, and condition selections on content and operational requirements.
RAIDO has it´s name from the Nordic Viking era, and means journey, development, movement, messenger, and it literally the origin of the English word “ride”. It consists of three subsystems, described below.
Interactive communication allows the receiver of audio-visual content to interact with the
original data at the sender side, and focus network resources on operationally relevant content.
Called ASIGN, it can reduce bandwidth needs by over 99%, reduce content access costs and delay or increase number of cameras correspondingly, without sacrificing precision. Developed to
work anywhere, anytime, for mobile satellite networks, ASIGN operates with any unknown, variable, even unreliable, bandwidth-limited network, and supports geo- and time-tagged photos and
video clip communication with integration into maps. ASIGN Field Communicators can run on
PC, smartphones and embedded Linux platforms in UAVs, and support a wide range of cameras.
Adaptive Streaming is required as we often don´t know the actual rate of a network. It allows
video encoders to adapt the rate of coding to a given network capacity, using feedback from the
receiver, from where users also can set specific priorities and rates if desired. The stream can be
protected against transmission errors using Network Coding. The sender can geo-tag the stream.
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In ASMIRA, as we call the solution, receivers can control the Sender to cut streams into clips and
generate still images form the original source. Additional Viewers can be connected to Receivers.
It runs on PC and embedded Linux.
Smart Networking allows Senders to be connected to several types of networks simultaneously. This is important since users may prefer to use other networks than satellite when they are
available. Selection of networks to use, one or several, can be based on an algorithm or controlled
manually from sender or receiver. Traffic shaping and firewalling can be done per network dynamically, allowing cost and utilization control and management. AIR runs on Linux platforms.
Together, these solutions are optimized for integration with UAV payloads, but can also run
on the ground when in LOS, and use smartphones and / or PC solutions in connection with a satellite terminal.
How are the proposed solutions different?
As opposed to transferring compressed pixels, we work interactively. Interactive communication allows a receiver side to focus cost and bandwidth to what is relevant content in a given situation, by first assessing a preview or much smaller version of a photo or video, and more details
as needed.
PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
Low Altitude Long Endurance Tactical UAV
For testing and verifying the RADIO system in a UAV, AnsuR build our own UAV. We
called it the NEXUS, as it was where it all came together. The payload was part of a project with
the European Space Center, ESA and both the NEXUS and the payload is shown below.
Application Example with Pipeline Monitoring
Current ways of monitoring oil and gas pipelines are by plane, helicopter, car and foot. Often
oil companies may subcontract this task to a 3rd party, but also need access to data in real time for
security purposes. The motivation for using UAVs lies in the
potential for safer operations.
However, better quality data is
desirable and costs should not
be higher than today @ 30
USD / km.
Flights may commence for
up to 6-8 hours, and users need
updated situational awareness
in case there e.g. are unauthorized vehicles or activity near
the pipeline. Leakages do not
normally require real-time actions, but then again there
could be emergencies. The
UAV should be as small and
light as possible, also so as to
minimize damages in the unlikely event there is a crash.

Figure 4: AnsuR NEXUS UAV for pipeline monitoring
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Table 1 shows that while 100 full size and full detail photos, ASIGN will save 98.7% of time
and cost, yet provide analysts with access to the high definition details needed for rapid and accurate analysis prior to decision making.
Table 1: ASIGN savings over sending full originals.
Total Full
Size Mbyte

Size Previews
MByte

Regions Size
MByte

ASIGN Total
Mbyte

Savings %

Cost Org US$

Cost ASIGN
(US$)

Time total
Full Size
(min)

Time Total
ASIGN (min)

10

0,03

0,1

0,13

98,7

50

1

17,3

0,2

100

0,3

1

1,3

98,7

500

7

173,3

2,3

100

1000

3

10

13

98,7

5000

65

1733,3

22,5

# Photos
1
10

Table 2 shows savings when using ASIGN with HD video clips. We have carefully assumed
150 Mbyte/minute for clips, and 1 minute clips. A storyboard is set to 150 kB. We assume 10%
of storyboards required further analysis, and then 10% of the original video size. Savings are
close to 99%, and costs go down from US$ 75000 to US$ 825 for a mission with 100 clips (100
minutes if one clip/minute). Analysts still have full access to all clips in full quality from UAV.
Table 2: ASIGN Video Clips savings over originals.
ASIGN Savings %

Cost Originals US$

Cost ASIGN
US$

Time total
originals
(min)

Time ASIGN
(min)

1500
15000

ASIGN Video Clip Size
(MByte)

10
100

Segments
Size (Mbyte)

Original HD
Size (Mbyte)
150

Storyboard
size(Mbyte)

# video clips
1

0,15

1,5

1,65

98,9

750

8

260

3

1,5

15

16,5

98,9

7500

83

2600

29

15

150

165

98,9

75000

825

26000

286

Table 3 shows adaptive streaming using best effort instead of guaranteed rate, assuming in
combination with storyboards, only 50% of the video needs to be streamed live while maintaining
the same or better visual situational awareness. Two UAV speeds are used, each with three conceptual BGAN streaming rates. (SB200 does not allow these rates). In the case of 128 kbps
streaming over the channel (offers around 100 kbps video for video when overhead is considered), satcom cost/km is reduced from 15 US$/km to 3.5 USD/km.
Table 3: ASIGN live video savings
Savings total

Resulting
cost US$

1080

Streaming
Storyboard

600

18

Adaptive BE
Savings %

10

Cost /hour
BE US$

256

360

Data volume
Mbyte / hour

128

40

6

Streaming
Cost/km US$

40

USD/hour

Streaming
kbps
64

USD/Min

UAV Speed
Km/h
40

9,0

28,8

144

60,0

50%

80,0%

1,8

15,0

55,8

279

53,5

50%

76,8%

3,5

27,0

115,2

576

46,7

50%

73,3%

7,2

80

64

6

360

4,5

28,8

144

60,0

50%

80,0%

0,9

80
80

128
256

10
18

600
1080

7,5
13,5

55,8
115,2

279
576

53,5
46,7

50%
50%

76,8%
73,3%

1,7
3,6
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Data from the UAV may be
shared two ways: Live video
will be received by the operations center adaptive receiver,
and relayed from there to multiple other passive viewers.
Photos and video clips can be
access via a Web portal interface to the ASIGN server by
users with the correct login-in
credentials.
Finally, photos
and video clips can be pushed
to users via an SMS link to the
server, for sharing data with
people whom have nothing
installed in the smartphones.

UAV Pipeline Surveillance

Ø Safer operations
Ø Better data quality
Ø Cheaper services

Figure 5: UAV for pipeline monitoring operations.
For cost savings example,
we have used the following
numbers: Photo original: 10 Mbyte, Best Effort data rate 100 kbps, cost of 5 USD/Mbyte, Overhead packets: 30%, ROI Size 10%, ROI pulled from every 10th photo, preview size : 30 kbyte.
Other Mission-critical Use Cases
We have demonstrated how a small UAV with satellite communication may ne used for realtime visual situational awareness. While initially intended for pipeline monitoring, the photo and
video payload can be used for any operations requiring live images from UAV via satcom.

Multi-copter Solution
Micro-UAVs can, with the right permission, relatively easily be deployed almost anywhere,
and typically share their aerial view via a local video link. These are UAVs in the class of a few
kg, typically 1-5kg, often multi-copters. Usually they are battery-operated, and with a flight time
of 20-60 minutes. They are usually flown low, under 500 feet, and within line of visual sight today due to regulatory issues, but often have the technical capability to fly beyond LOS. Ground
based radio links may be able to connect video streams over several kilometers. Quite often micro-UAVs are flown in areas with terrestrial mobile coverage. Micro-UAVs are used for a multitude of purposes, such as land mapping and aerial photography, mostly for non-real-time operations, but there is an increasing and strong interest also for mission-critical real-time operations,
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such as search & rescue (SAR),
crisis/emergency/disaster management and police operations. They
are frequently flown in new areas,
thus no pre-deployed infrastructure
in place. And while it is common
to have a video link down to the
pilot in the field, there are some
typical challenges:

RAIDO UAV Smartphone
RAIDO UAV Laptop
RAIDO UAV Control Center
UAV Observer

SatCom Op-on

HDMI - USB
Live Link
3G/4G

•
Viewing and sharing photos live, particularly in high
quality.
•
Sharing video with command center or field teams.

Video / Clips / S-ll

Photos via Smartphone

HQ

Ac-ons

Incident

Below we show hos a DJI
Figure 6:, DJI quadro-copter, RAIDO and SatCom.
Phantom can use the RAIDO solutions. In the simplest form, the
ASIGN App can run on a smartphone where the DJI control app is running, and form where it
can access the UAV and the photos taken while in flight. Photos can be downloaded form the
UAV to the phone, from there it is picked up by ASIGN and sent using the interactive ASIG concept to a remote server, accessible using a basic web browser.
Live video can be obtained using ASMIRA on a laptop and connecting the controlled using a
USB to HDMI Cable. Both the smartphone and the laptop can be connected to satellite terminal
using Wi-Fi for example.
CONCLUSION
Mission-critical operations require real-time visual situational awareness. A large user segment for drones will be related to safety, security, emergency and live sharing of high precision
photos and video beyond the reach of a local pilot. High definition Information must be able to be
acquired anywhere and anytime, also with beyond line of sight operations, without requiring local
broadband connectivity in order to provide a reliable service, and communication bandwidth soon
becomes a fundamental limitation.
A satellite communications payload is highly desirable for guaranteeing communication and
control, but cost and weight have been severely limiting factors for the large market of smaller
UAVs. A novel satcom terminal at just 1.5 kg helps, but with an expected communications capacity of 100-200 kbps, and several USD per Megabyte sent, there are major operational limitations.
With the rapid evolution of digital optical sensors, today capable of 50-100 Mega Pixel photos, with file sizes far in excess of 20 Megabyte, and 4-8k video, requiring over 20 Mbit/sec, traditional "brute-force" compression and communications approaches are not sufficient.
We are therefore developing a disruptive semantic visual communication solution that provides 100-1000 times gain and allows complementing UAV communications payloads with novel
small and light satellite communications capabilities. The solution is software only, and can be
used with UAVs ranging from small DJI Phantom to General Atomics MQ-9 reaper. It can even
run in a smartphone or flying Android platform.
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The software allows high-precision, low delay and low cost integration of UAV-photos and
video into real-time operations anywhere on the planet. The software is flown and tested and
ready for today, while we are still preparing for tomorrow with new research and developments.
RAIDO is about more than uploading image pixels or video frames. RAIDO targets scenarios
where rapid remote access to observations, photos or video, can make a difference in critical operations, communicating content with operational effect. Relevance, whether observations are
captured by experts, unmanned platforms or crowdsourced, is based on context: Who is looking,
when, why and how do observations relate to each other. While photos may be captured in very
high resolution, large photo/video file sizes could prohibit rapid transfer in high precision over
slow radio and satellite
networks.
The sender module in
RAIDO would push a
small geo-tagged image
initially to a remote location, allowing relevance to
be assessed based on content, time & location.
When required, full precision content as regions-ofinterest can be pulled. Video clips are initially sent as
a storyboard. ASIGN software can also send photos
and satellite Earth Observation images to the field.
Given the fact that
RAIDO can cut over 99%
of bandwidth requirements, it has the potential
to be a game changer for
UAV operations.

Figure 7: Using RAIDO and satellite communications.
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